CULTURAL HERITAGE IMAGING LIMITED WARRANTY

Cultural Heritage Imaging Incorporated (“CHI”) warrants the calibration data on our Calibrated Scale Bars Product to be accurate within 1/10 of one millimeter. We provide the above warranty for 90 days after the shipment of the product. We provide a one-time replacement of any scale bar that does not have this level of calibrated accuracy. The Customer should email scale-bars@c-h-i.org with any questions or concerns about the calibration on their scale bars. CHI will, at its sole discretion, determine if there is a calibration error, and will replace the scale bar or bars at CHI’s expense if it is determined there is a calibration error. Note that the scale bars are printed on ALUPANEL® which has linear thermal expansion properties described in the Scale Bars for Photogrammetry User Guide (the Guide, sent with every purchase) and can effect the calibration data. How to compensate for thermal changes is also described in the Guide.

Exclusions and Limitations

Except for the limited warranty set forth above, CHI expressly disclaims any and all other warranties express or implied, including any warranty of quality, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose, and you specifically agree that CHI shall not be liable for any special, incidental, indirect, punitive, or consequential damages for breach of any warranty of any type on any CHI product.